Uni-line™

Anti-kinking device for IV Infusion lines
Helps to stabilise the cannula

Uni-line is placed onto the IV line where it is likely to kink and where it curves away from the cannula. This stabilises the IV line and helps prevent the cannula from becoming dislodged.

**Benefits to the patient**
Uni-line is designed to:
- Reduce pain and discomfort when undergoing intravenous infusions
- Help stop phlebitis from occurring
- Ensure a continuous flow of IV therapy
- Help stabilise the cannula

**Benefits to the healthcare professional**
Uni-line is designed to:
- Help reduce unnecessary flushing or the need to resite the lines, saving healthcare professionals' valuable time.
- Reduce the inconvenience of pumps alarming
- Reduce time and equipment costs

**Box of 100 Uni-line**
Product code: IV1000

1. Take a new Uni-line and press the tubing onto the top of the device.

2. Smooth the tubing onto the Uni-line starting at the centre, and click into the sides.

3. Position the Uni-line as close to the cannula as possible. This can be done before or after the IV line is attached to the cannula.